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OVERVIEW 

 Let me start by saying  that this   draft submitted for examination contains three very good papers on 
the related topic of terrorism and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) , which certainly  meets the necessary 
standards for awarding a PhD. Degree.   This is not to say the draft  could be considerable improved  for 
a final version , especially in three ways:  

1. Simplest of all  is the need to do some copy editing to improve the presentation 
2.  The Introduction should be  rewritten and slightly expanded to clarify more fully the 

interconnectedness of the three papers, and most important to explain what they contribute to 
the broader literature on terrorism effect and security issues. Here too one might summarise 
some directions  for future research that the dissertation  points out. 

3. The most substantive improvements which will greatly  enhance the power of these papers 
involves more elaboration on several results that may be surprising or unexpected, some  
further discussion  thereof. 

These three suggested  improvements are elaborated below, but firs let me note what I see as the major 
achievement’s of this work. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS  

Stanisic has done an excellent job of extending some recent works on how terrorism affects  flows FDI , 
not only by using the most up-to-date statistics on  terrorist attacks, but also by applying clever 
econometrics to address  some specification and missing-data problems.  The basic picture is nicely 
painted by Chapter 1.  

 Further her Chapter 2  goes far to extend the frontier of knowledge by looking at pair-wise flows of FDI. 
This is important because it confirms the hypothesis  that FDI flows are not only affected by general 
instability or risk  conditions in an FDI receiving country, but that the pair-wise flow form sender “I” to 
receiver “j” is affected by terrorist attacks in “j”  directed against  “I”. This is an eminently sensible 
outcome, but as always in economic analysis  it is important to be able to demonstrate phenomena 
quantitatively. 

Chapter 3  is not directly reacted to the issue of FDI   flows ( and as point 2 above already notes its 
connection deserves a little more explanation ), but it too makes an  interesting and in this case perhaps 
a little surprising contribution. The econometric analysis  of how opinions  about terrorism are formed 
and affect incidence of terrorism, make a very useful distinction between the general view of whether 
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terrorism attacks may be justified, and the specific opinions of and attitudes towards  individual 
countries. That this is a meaningful distinction is clear in results:  if in country “j”   there is a high level of 
opinion that terrorist attacks are in general justified ,  but for a given sender “I” there is high level of 
favorable opinion,  the latte offsets the former and  probability terrorist incidents may be significantly  
reduced. 

In all of these individual results there are a number of avenues of future research that are opened up, 
and this should be made a little more explicit  at some point of the draft ( In Introduction ?). Just  tweo 
examples here . In Chapter 1 it is shown that terrorism incidence affects FDI flows, but not external Debt 
and Investment ,  which is a bit surprising since all investments are at risk if terrorism is increased . The 
explanation  given is rather terse  and not fully satisfactory to reader : these Different  capital flows have 
a deferent “foreign face value .” (This is one of the examples under 3  above which merit more 
elaboration .) Future research may be useful to confirm this is so, and to explore why it would be so.  
The distinction in Chapter 3 between  opinion on justification of terrorism and opinion of a country 
suggests value to exploring in future research wither the trade-off found is symmetrical : that is , does a 
low opinion of a country increase terrorist risk even if general justification for terrorism is  a low ?  or are 
there asymmetries, threshold effects ? 

I turn now to some of the areas for refining the draft , which would be of great value for eventual 
publication prospects.   Whether any such refinements are to be recommended prior to a final 
examination of  the dissertation ,I  do not consider to be in the purview  of my review, inasmuch as 
overall, I repeat that in my view  the work  is  very good  and  meets the  necessary  standards for 
awarding a PhD degree.   

 

1.COPY-EDITING.    I propose here to give only a limited and indicative set of comments on  where copy-
editing is most needed to give a more readable and compelling presentation. 

• The title “Topics in Security Economics” might be made more focused on what the 3 chapters 
actually provide, e.g. “Topics on Terrorism and Foreign Direct Investment” 

• The Table of Contents is missing chapter titles  
• Does there need to be an “abstract “ which is immediately followed by an Introduction ? The 

content is very repetitive . If an Abstract is formally required, there is all the more reason to 
rewrite the Introduction as I suggest under 2. below, and in so doing  minimize the repetition. 

• Purely format: Introduction should break into more paragraphs. 
• Chapter 1 begins with an Abstract, the others do not have it.  As these are now not separate  

papers but a part of a whole , surely there is no need for a separate Abstract   and key words , 
etc. 

• The literature  review section in each chapter  seem appropriate to the narrower issues 
addressed ,and  therefore not surprisingly  cover only very recent literature with a terrariums 
interest. But given the overall issue of FDI , and the fact this is a much older literature, there may 
be value to adding ( perhaps in Ch..1?) a  page or two on the earlier basic literature on 
determinants of FDI .This will not only add to readability, but also in some places  provide  a 
better understanding of results ( e.g.: in last 16 years political stability was most important 
factor : why not earlier ?? – FDI affected  by terrorism but not other capital flows: older 
literature does make a lot of how these are different.) 
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• Is “master “ country a good term to use ? in some places it seems politically incorrect or 
confusing .  –do you mean maybe “centre “ as in centre-periphery ; or “major” as in large, rich, 
FDI sending  

[[  I stop here wih specific comments for editing , though clearly Stanisis should go on to rest of the 
work and look for similar sorts ion problems . I hope the above list gives a clear picture of the nature 
of editing that is needed.]] 

 

2.INTRODUCTION  REWRITE.   First , the introduction does not seem to have reflected some changes in 
a new version of CH. 2—this needs to be done. Second, thee should be a  fuller discussion linking 
together the three papers.  While of course  there is no problem  in having a dissertation comprised of 3  
papers each dealing with a different set of issues even not closely related,  the implicit proposal of these 
three is that they are  closely reacted . In such a case , how they are related , and how the whole fits into 
the existing literature , should be more explicitly addressed. I have in preceding made a few points 
about this, and the exact nature of this new Introduction I would not wish to delineate too inflexibly. 

 

3. MORE EXPLANATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL RESULTS, ESPECIALLY UNEXPECTED ONES.  All three chapters 
are very rich in the underlying econometric analysis done and presented in numerous tables,  but may 
be rather terse and sometime only telegraphic. This work deserves more detail- not new materials and 
certainly not new numerical analysis , but fuller discussions of individual  results  in the text where they 
first come in,:   were they the expected ones,?  do they  confirm or contradict earlier literature? If they 
are unusual or unexpected,  why ?  Below are a number of such instances—there may be others  tht 
author could look for and elaborate.  Let me repeat , noneof this is essential to meeting basic standards 
of a PhD dissertation, but it would greatly enhance the work if more  effort was given to interpret results 
and  consider some of the unexpected ones. I list here five such cases only . For future revisions and  
especially submission to journals I would think it would be useful to look for more such findings that are 
too briefly interpreted. And merit some elaboration .  

• It is stated that perceived political stability is the most important factor for FDI attraction. How 
does this differ from earlier periods ?  No need for doing any new econometrics hre, just a 
matter of seeing what the earlier literature found on this, and how Stanisic findings differ , and a 
little speculation on why. 

• Only FDI seems affected by terrorism , not debt or portfolio flows . Is this  what theorizing would 
hypothesise ? I don’t think so , as riskiness surely matters for all three , even if in different 
degree. If  results   showed econometric significance  for all three , but FDI impact  much larger. 
It   would be more plausible > the actual result that the other two  have no significance needs 
more consideration.   Is there an econometric explanations ? is there a theoretical one ? Again, 
no need for new econometrics, just consider how this fits into general literature. 

• In Ch.2. 9p.5) it is noted that the variable GTI also includes information on severity ; it is not 
clear if this is used or not—in some parts of text it seems yes,  in others it seems no.  On p.6 two 
very terse sentences say insome specifications it is used—and ??  what results ?? Clarification 
and explanation needs to be elaborated more. Does the separate measure of severity /# of 
fatalities matter or not ? True, p. 10 says we find no evidence intensity significant –but again this 
seems much too brief an interpretation; the natural expectation is that it should, so some  
discussion to explain results is really needed. 
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• Ch. 2.2—Literature: terrorism may be recent (16yrs ) aspect of FDI,  so reference to literature 
going back only to about 2,000 seems OK. However, RISK as a factor , whatever its source is not 
at all new , and  going back to some of the earlier literature might be enlightening, for example 
on issues raised in first two bullets. 

• The findings on governance quality are good, but here too a little more expansion of 
interpretation could be done . The six WGI variables are highly correlated , yet the econometrics 
does yield up considerable variations in significance ( Table 2.9 ) and magnitude of effect 
(Tab.2.10) . Why  does ROL have no significance  while V&A , GE do ?  worth exploring this ; one 
possible answer is in Haggard &Tiede (2011)  who find for developing , unstable societies , ROL 
matters less (for now ) than does Political  Stability . Very pertinent here as  the FDI receivers 
include many very low income and unstable countries  I suspect. 

 

 

 

 


